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STLWS’s 24th Annual Membership Awards
Exhibition—BIG SPLASH
We were excited to launch our third virtual exhibition on our
website, opening on October 1st and closing on October 31st,
representing 73 artists, with artwork creating a show we can
all be very proud of. The awards presentation was held
outside at the Hawken House Hearth Room in Webster
Groves on October 7th, with attendance limited to the award
winners and Board presenters.
Our esteemed judge of awards,
Stan Miller, had this to say about
the exhibit:
“When jurying I look most for a
well designed painting. We desire
unity and yet diversity. What
does this mean? Primarily, we
need to love the whole painting,
not just a particular part of the
painting. We need to love the whole
book, movie, symphonic performance, not just a certain
part, but all the parts for different reasons. Good design
also means that we avoid having any particular shape,
color, activity or emotion that stands out too differently
from the rest of the painting. I try not to judge a painting
by what the subject is, each person has their own biases
and reasons as to why they like certain subjects. I do
consider the power of a universal message, the capacity to
reach multiple cultures rather than a particular group, as a
potentially more powerful subject. I do look for technique
and color that shows authority over the medium of
watercolor. An overworked painting can, in some cases, be
a strong painting, but a fresh painting that is well designed
is a stronger painting. I also look for effective control of
lighting and mood. I also value the originality and
uniqueness of the subject and the techniques used. Thank
you for asking me to be your judge for this year’s
exhibition.”
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Our Award Winning entries were:
First Place
Janine Helton, A Time for Rest
Eric’s Watercolor Frames,
Eric’s Watercolor Plein Air Frame, $289
Second Place
Linda Wilmes, Recycled
M Graham & Company, $241 Gift Certificate
for 12 tube Watercolor Set
Third Place
Karen Romani, Splendor in the Grass
Cheap Joe’s Art Stuff, $200 Gift Certificate & from
Dixon Ticonderoga Company, Princeton Aqua Elite
10" Round Sample Card, $25.95
1st Award of Recognition
Terry Lay, Route of the Maya
Dixon Ticonderoga Company, MaimeriBlu Half Pan
Watercolor Set, 16 Colors, $195
2nd Award of Recognition
Claudia Broom, Comfort Pup
HK Holbein, 24 tube Watercolor Set, $172, & from Dixon
Ticonderoga Company, Strathmore 400 Watercolor
Paper, 140 lb. Cold Press, 9"x12" Pad, 12 Sheets, $12.09
3rd Award of Recognition
Julie Bantle, Party of One
HK Holbein, 24 tube Watercolor Set, $172
4th Award of Recognition
Cindy Breihan, Maritime
Raymar, $125 Gift Certificate, & from Dixon Ticonderoga
Company, MaimeriBlu Introductory 12 ml Watercolor
Set, 5 Colors, $39.95
(Continued on page 2)
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5th Award of Recognition
Michelle Davis, White-throated Sparrow
St. Louis Art Supply, 12 Schmincke Horadam
Half Pan Watercolors, Water Brush, Travel
Watercolor Brush & Watercolor Journal,
$124
6th Award of Recognition
Linda Meyer, Cactus in Bloom 2
St. Louis Art Supply, 12 Schmincke Horadam
Half Pan Watercolors, Water Brush, Travel
Watercolor Brush & Watercolor Journal,
$124
7th Award of Recognition
Gail Crosson, Lines of Communication
Dick Blick Art Materials, $100 Gift Certificate
8th Award of Recognition
Ken Francis, The Yellow Shanty
Golden Artist Colors, Inc., $50 Gift
Certificate & QoR 12 Color Introductory
Watercolor Set
9th Award of Recognition
Judy Grewe, Millefleur
Artmart STL, Winsor & Newton 1" Flat
Sceptre Gold II brush, Escoda Reserva #6
Kolinsky-Tajmyr Brush, Princeton Sable #10
Round Brush, Princeton Sable #16 Round
Brush, $100
10th Award of Recognition
Allan Gillespie, Harvest
Dixon Ticonderoga Company, Arches
Watercolor 140 lb. Cold Pressed 12"x16"
Block, 20 Sheets, $85.75
1st Honorable Mention
Annette McGarrahan, The First Thing
Speedball, Escoda Travel 3-Brush Set, Green,
$75
2nd Honorable Mention
Patty Strubinger, Garden of Pink Beauty
Speedball, Escoda Travel 3-Brush Set, Red,
$75
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3rd Honorable Mention
Diane Carder, Little Partner
Speedball, Escoda Travel 3-Brush Set, Black,
$75

The Saint Louis
Watercolor Society is a
non-profit 501(c)(3)
organization.

4th Honorable Mention
Elizabeth Young, Grape Jam
Speedball, Escoda Travel 3-Brush Set, Blue,
$75

Jane Hogg, Editor

5th Honorable Mention
Patricia Long, Trucker Cowboy
Dixon Ticondergoa Company: Lyra
Rembrandt Aquarell Water Soluble Pencils,
36 Colors, $72
People’s Choice Award
Creative Catalyst, $70 DVD Gift Certificate
To be determined at the close of the exhibit
by tally of the online votes.
The STLWS Board of Directors would like to
extend a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to our
participating artists for providing such high
quality, diverse watercolors that are making for
an exciting exhibition, Stan Miller for selecting
the award winners, and all those who worked
to make our third virtual show such a huge
success. We are indebted to Laura Horman for
volunteering to create our beautiful catalog,
Steve Morris for allowing us to use his 1st Place
Award Winning painting from last year on the
cover of our catalog, Gina Perkins for creating
the video on YouTube, Florine Porter for
advertising the show and recruiting the
sponsors who donated so many wonderful
prizes, Jane Hogg for handling the website
portion of the event, and Carla Baron Giller
and Deb Dey, our Exhibits Co-chairs, for
planning the event and coordinating
everyone’s efforts.
We are most appreciative of our corporate
sponsors who donated all our award prizes:
Artmart
BLICK Art Materials
Cheap Joe’s Art Stuff
Creative Catalysts, Inc.
Dixon Ticonderoga
Eric’s Watercolor Frames
Golden Artist Colors, Inc.
H K Holbein Inc.
M. Graham & Co.
RayMar Art
Speedball
St. Louis Art Supply
Please support our sponsors’ fine products!

STLWS’s Plans Going Forward
We polled the membership the middle of
October and two times as many respondents
voted yes for the holiday party, five times as
many respondents voted yes for in person
membership meetings and three times as many
respondents voted yes for gallery exhibitions.
Therefore, the Board is working on confirming
our holiday party at CJ Muggs on Dec. 1st,
resuming in person membership meetings
beginning in January with masks required, and
planning our annual juried exhibition in a
gallery but without an opening reception. Of
course the progress of the pandemic and
county restrictions will be considered. Watch
for email updates on developments.

Stan Miller Workshop

Painting the Portrait and Landscape
in Watercolor
In this workshop students had the options of
being guided through a portrait or a landscape painting. Each day, both a portrait and
a landscape were demonstrated by the Stan.
Students had the choice each day of either
choosing the landscape or the portrait if they
choose to follow the demonstration by Stan.
Students also had the option of working on
their own subjects. Students were
encouraged to bring photos of subjects that
they might like to paint in the future for Stan
to look at and discuss with the student.
Technique, color, choosing paintable
subjects, understanding composition and
design were also addressed.
Stan believes drawing skills are critical if you
want to become a good artist. Then you
need to learn how to paint something the
way it looks. Realistic painting is your base
language in art. It is important to paint
realistically first because it teaches you to
draw, mix darks and match colors. Once
you master realism, become imaginative and
“make it your own interpretation.”
A full education includes learning to paint
realistically, impressionistically, and
abstractly, and this applies in all the arts
(music, art, acting). We must learn the
transitions between clarity/realism,
imaginative/impressionism, and fiction/
abstraction. Be able to change your style for
affect, i.e., realistic subject with abstract

background. To be a good realist you must
be a good abstractionist. Gives more depth
to your expression to be able to change from
realism to abstract. Learn the language of
art.
Two small white squares (the size of a slide
frame with an open center) can be used as
an aid in realistic painting, Use one for your
painting and one for the reference photo to
duplicate the photo as you paint, matching
the value (and color when you move to
painting with colors). Working in small
spaces removes any cognitive recognition of
the subject; you just see shapes and values.

We need to learn to paint in black and white
first to master values. Then you can move
to using just the primary colors, and finally
adding the secondary colors to your palette.
Copying is pure craft. Learn to copy your
reference photo, then you use the training as
a base for changing it from realism to
expressionism.
Stan talked about our left and right brain
hemispheres and their involvement in our
painting process – the right brain hears the
music while the left brain hears the words.
Our left brain tends to be dominant and
turns our right brain off, so we must work at
really seeing what is in front of us. Turn
your reference photo upside down to help
eliminate any cognitive recognition of the
subject. Your left brain tells you to quit art if
you can’t draw accurately, so learn to draw.
Both of your brain hemispheres must work
together – heart and mind – emotional and
cognitive feelings need to mesh.
Shapes, colors, patterns, textures, dead
space, and activity are the language used by
the right brain hemisphere. The right brain is
intuitive.
Our left brain is culturally biased. The leftbrain pathway uses words, the subject; the
right brain pathway uses emotions tied to
shapes, patterns, textures and biased
attachments.
Everyone has the capability to tap into the
right brain’s intuitive feelings. You just must
allow it to speak over the left brain.
Improving a composition can be done with
(Continued on page 4)
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Deadline for the
next issue is
Jan. 15, 2022.
Please send your articles,
kudos, and ads to
Jane Hogg at
vividimagination13slws@yahoo.com

To place an
advertisement in

The Cold Press Paper,
contact Jane Hogg at
vividimagination13slws@yahoo.com
5” X 6”
5” X 3”
2½” X 3
1½” X 1½”

$75
$45
$25
$15

The editor reserves the
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cropping, but you must judge your
composition without your left-brain biases
(like, “But I love this”). Using L mats can
solve 90% of composition problems.
Play with Duralar overlays, or glass, to
make changes that make the viewer love
the whole piece. If the eye stops on the
point of interest you have failed. You need
the eye to move all around the
composition. And great art is universal and
relates to all people from all cultures.
Going to the point of contrast is where the
eye goes.
Add a secondary point of
contrast to force the eye to move there.
Add more and it creates a pathway for the
eye. Look at a painting in dim light and
watch where your eye moves – that is your
primary pathway. Then notice where you
have blank spots.
Anything the left brain recognizes becomes
the prominent point of interest – it becomes
the dominant point of interest. This is the
left-brain pathway. But in dim light the left
brain will go to the point of contrast
because it can’t recognize symbols in dim
light. Dark to light, texture to smooth,
warm to cool all move the eye. Spend
more time on corners in your paintings to
pack it with interest. A good painting
moves the eye all around the painting.
Awards are won on compositional design –
abstract shapes that are arranged and
interact.
If you don’t like your reference photo, put
glass on it and resolve your issues before
you start to paint. There is an art to taking
a great photo and editing it. Look at your
reference photographs upside down in a
darkened room where you can only see
light and dark shapes. Those with the most
interesting arrangements will work best for
a painting.
Color will not fix design problems; values
fix design problems. Cropping can also
solve some issues to force the eye’s
movement. Change your photo into black
and white to see compositional problems.
You can also squint to see the abstract
essence of a scene or painting. The
arrangement of light and dark shapes has
the most powerful influence on your
emotional response to a painting.

You do not need a strong point of interest
to design a good composition. It is only
one way. Good design is making the
viewer love the whole painting. The last
sentence of a book can make or break it.
One stroke in a painting at the end can
change it. Learn design by intuition. When
you love your painting or don’t know what
else to do to improve it, you are done; and
you don’t need a second opinion.
Stan also shared some valuable tips:
Realism is achieved through 1) drawing,
2) values.

Color doesn’t matter; the values must be
right.
If you don’t like a color you used, just put
the compliment on it to neutralize it.
Florals need accurate color use.
Never put a sharp line around the face at
the hairline. The hair should feather in and
out around the face. Use lost and found
edges on the hairline. Let the flesh tone
bleed into the hair and blend the hair color
into the skin.
Fade edges out when you aren’t sure what
you want to do with them (i.e., continue or
end them).
Check diagonal areas to guide you on how
to design edges. Once you get to the outside of the subject, start editing your
reference photo and designing the
background – checking out what is across
from the edges diagonally. It is a balancing
act to force the eye to go back and forth
across the painting.

Highlights are like stage lighting on a play.
Position your highlights to set the mood of
the painting and make them work together.
Turn your painting upside down to check
placement of values.
Your background can be more impressionistic.
You can remove your reference
material at this point.
If the center of interest is tight, don’t let the
rest of the painting get too loose. The
transition from photo realism to
(Continued on page 5)
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expressionism must be less dramatic or the
piece doesn’t work; it becomes like a
different style that doesn’t work. Repeat
clarity in different places to make the piece
work or go from tight to gradual looseness
as you move out to the edges.

And his landscape demonstrations (note the
photos distort the paintings slightly since
they were not laying flat:

Classes Offered
by Members
Daven Anderson
Gabriele Baber
Marilynne Bradley
Maureen Brodsky
Alicia Farris
Mirka Fetté
Jan Foulk
Carla Baron Giller
Janine Helton
Holly Horn
Spencer Meagher
Maggie McCarthy
Jean McMullen
Nancy Muschany
Shirley Nachtrieb
Georgia Purcell
Carol Savage
Judy Seyfert
Linda Wilmes

Pick certain area that you care about and
paint with extreme care.
Get rhythm of design going.
Every stroke matters. The wrong angle of a
stroke on an edge can ruin a painting.
Everything must work together – nothing
should stand out.
Zero in to one medium and one style to
improve your skill.
Scan a painting before you make any
changes to it so if you wreck it, you have
the scan you can make prints from.
Here are Stan Miller’s finished portrait
demonstration painting:

It was a great workshop and we received
very favorable feedback from the artists
attending. Here are a few of the comments
we received:
“Stan comes with a different teaching style
(practical rather than purely academic) with
a strong application of photo applications.
He stressed points that are important to
entering competitions.”
“Stan Miller: a superstar. I learned all
manner of skills and approaches. From the
painters in the room, it was clear that my 3
years of serious work with watercolor is just
a beginning. I saw skills I had only read
about! N onetheless, after being
overwhelmed the first day, I resolved to
keep working, to keep my own pace and to
keep learning.”
“Stan Miller met every one of my
expectations as he addressed my needs as a
student, developed a conscious plan to
teach me better methods of seeing,
planning, and executing a painting.”
“This was the most excellent workshop I
have attended!! Huge kudos!!”

Please support
our sponsors’
fine products:
Artmart
BLICK Art Materials
Cheap Joe’s
Creative Catalysts, Inc.
Dixon Ticonderoga
Eric’s Watercolor
Frames
Golden Artist Colors,
Inc.
HK Holbein, Inc.
M. Graham & Co.
RAYMAR
Speedball
St. Louis Art Supply
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For changes in Membership
Information for the directory

Show Your
Artwork
CJ Muggs offers an exhibition space for about 30
paintings, changed quarterly, with no entry fee
or commission.
You
may submit whatever
you wish (no themes)
but artwork must be
framed with Plexiglas
(no glass).

Please contact Loretta
Pfeiffer or Mary Berry
Friedman to participate.
Upcoming Change
Out Dates are:

BIG SPLASH 2021
TOP AWARD
WINNERS

STLWS 2022 Workshops

Y u k i H a l l , T W S A , OW S , W P A
April 5 - April 8
Cost: $350 for Members,
$ 4 0 0 f o r N o n - M e mb e r s
w w w . y u k i h a l lf i n e a r t . c o m

please use the new Contact Us form on the
stlws.org website (mouse over the About Us
tab for drop down menu).

Urban Sketching at
Missouri Botanical Garden
August 28, 2021

Priority for workshop registration will be
given to those members who renewed their
Saint Louis Watercolor Society membership
(or joined) by July 1, 2021. On December 1,
we will accept other workshop registrants as
space permits.
The location of the workshop will be at the
Hawken House Hearth Room, 1155 S Rock
Hill Rd, St. Louis, MO 63119.
Additional workshop details and links to our
registration form are on our website,
stlws.org/workshops. Mail your form with
your $100 deposit if you want to hold your
place. Final payment will be due on March
15, 2022.

Plein Air Paint Out at
The Muny, Sept 17, 2021

Saint Louis Watercolor
Society Membership

1st Place - A Time for Rest
by Janine Helton

The Saint Louis Watercolor Society
membership is open to all persons over the
age of 17 and interested in water media on
paper. No initiation fee shall be required
for membership.
Annual dues are from July 1st of the current
year through June 30th of the next year.
Dues are $35, payable on July 1, and there
is no prorating of dues.
Download a membership application from
our website for mailing, or join online and
pay your dues with PayPal.

2nd Place - Recycled
by Linda Wilmes

(Continued on page 7)

Please direct membership questions to Gina
Perkins at membership@stlws.org.

Stan Miller Workshop

Around Our Town Kudos
Alicia Farris’s painting Inner Twinkle won
an Honorable Mention and Janine Helton’s
painting Everything Nice was among the
finalists in the Portrait & Figure category in
the 2nd Annual Women in Watercolor International Juried Competition. The exhibition
had 1600 entries from over 50 countries.
Visit https://womeninwatercolor.com/2021award-winners/’
Janine Helton’s painting, High Noon, was
selected by juror Thomas Schaller,
AWSNWS/TWS, for inclusion in the 53rd
Annual Watercolor West International
Juried Exhibition. The exhibition runs from
Oct 2 until Dec 14, 2021, online at https://
watercolorwest48.wildapricot.org/.
Daven Anderson was invited to exhibit in
Watercolor International (invitation only)
in
Thessaloniki,
Greece
in
October. Approximately 100 world-wide
artists were invited. Daven and his wife,
Kathie, attended the Awards Ceremony in
late September. Daven's Parisian Reflections
was juried into the AWS International at the
Salmagundi Club in NYC this year. And
Daven's Parisian Reflections was accepted in
the Kentucky Watercolor Society's annual
judged and juried exhibition.
Julie Bantle’s painting Summer Celebration
won Best of Show and Nancy Avdoian’s
painting Above the Shadows received an
Honorable Mention in an exhibition, HOT!!
HOT!! HOT!!, showing Aug 13 – Sept 19, at
Missouri Artists on Main in St. Charles.
Georgia Purcell was honored to be
commissioned by the Mayor of Ladue,
Nancy Spewack, to paint a watercolor of
the City of Ladue’s City Hall for her
personally and reproduce giclee prints for
resale, notecards and posters to advertise
the City’s 85th Anniversary Celebration on
September 18th.
The prints will be in
business windows and schools in Ladue to
advertise the upcoming event.
Keith Baizer, Marilynne Bradley, Mary
Drastal, Thomas Sepe, and Maggie
Zografakis were juried into the Saint Louis
Artists Guild Members’ Exhibition, jurored
by Jim M. Phillips, and showing at the SLAG
gallery from Sept. 10 – Oct. 16.

Rebecca Krutsinger’s artwork was selected
in the following exhibitions:
Juror, Soon Y. Warren, AWS, NWS, selected
Rebecca's painting “Exuberance” for the
Montana Watercolor Society's Watermedia
2021, 39th Annual National Juried
Exhibition, showing from October 8 December 18, at the Hockaday Museum of
Art, Kalispell, Montana.
Juror Chris Harrison selected Rebecca's
painting “Before The Doorbell” for the
Seventh Annual NorthStar Watermedia
Society 2021 National Juried Art Exhibition,
showing from September 23 - November 4,
at the Wildwood Library, 763 Stillwater
Road in Mahtomedi, Minnesota.
Juror Keiko Tanabe selected Rebecca's
painting “Empty Room” for the Vermont
Watercolor Society Fall Awards Show,
exhibiting from October 21 - December 17,
at the Mad River Valley Arts in Waitsfield,
Vermont.
Juror Ray Balkwill, SWAc, selected
Rebecca's painting “Occlude” for the
Philadelphia Water Color Society 121st
Anniversary International Exhibition of
Works on Paper, showing from October 21
to November 23, at the Community Arts
Center, 414 Plush Mill Road, Wallingford,
Pennsylvania.

Alicia Farris, Janine Helton, Rebecca
Krutsinger, and Annette McGarrahan had
artwork accepted in the Northwest
Watercolor Society's Annual International
Open Exhibition, which opened on Oct. 22,
2021, and ends on Jan. 4, 2022, with the
awards reception (online) with juror,
Thomas Schaller, on Oct. 22 from 5 – 7
p.m.
Alicia Farris was greatly honored to have
her painting, Behind the Shades chosen for
inclusion in the American Artists
Professional League 93rd Grand National
Exhibition, which will take place at the
historic Salmagundi Club in New York City,
November 8-November 19, 2021.
The
exhibit will be in person but may also be
viewed online at aaplinc.org.
Marilynne Bradley will have over 100 of
her paintings exhibited in January in the St.
Louis Arcade Building as a retrospective of
her work from the 1960’s to now.

Congratulations to you all!
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3rd Place - Splendor in

the Grass

by Karen Romani

1st Award of Recognition

Route of the Maya
by Terry Lay

2nd Award of Recognition

Comfort Pup

by Claudia Broom

3rd Award of Recognition

Party of One

by Julie Bantle
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DATES & TIMES 2021 & 2022
Nov. - Maureen Brodsky virtual demonstration (watch
website calendar for link).

May 18 for 1 hour after membership meeting & May 19,
8:30—9 a.m.—receiving./retrieval of paintings at CJ Muggs.

Dec. 1, 6:30—9 p.m. - Holiday Party at CJ Muggs, lower
level, $15 admission fee, or if cancelled due to the pandemic,
we will hold a Zoom Membership meeting (watch for future
announcement).

Updates to events between newsletters will be posted on the
website’s Calendar page.

Jan. 19, 7 p.m.—membership meeting with Mary Dee
Schmidt critique of members’ painting.
Jan. 19 for 1 hour after membership meeting & Jan 20,
8:30—9 a.m.—receiving./retrieval of paintings at CJ Muggs.

Feb. 16, 7 p.m. - membership meeting with Shirley Nachtrieb
presentation.
Mar. 16, 7 p.m. - membership meeting with Alicia Farris
presentation.
Apr. 5 - 8, 9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., Yuki Hall Workshop, the
Hearth Room at Hawkin House, Webster Groves, MO.
Apr. 20, 7 p.m. - membership meeting; guest artist to be
announced.
May 18, 7 p.m. - membership meeting; guest artist to be
announced.

In person meetings are being paused until Jan. provided the
pandemic is no longer a threat. Notice of Zoom
membership meetings will be sent to you via email.
Our meetings are held at the First Congregational Church of
Webster Groves on the corner of Lockwood and Elm from
7:00-9:00 pm on the 3rd Wednesday of the month in the
Kishlar Room, on the 2nd floor of the building, from
September thru May (except Dec).
The building is equipped with an elevator.
Parking is available in the front lot off S. Elm Ave.
In case of inclement weather conditions, please check your
email for our notice of cancellations of any meetings or
activities. Members without email will be called by 3 p.m.
the day of the event.

